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Raising hope
UCF students hold event
to raise money for Special
Olympics-· SEE NEWS,A2

Knights upset No. 9 Softball 6-4 in
second game of series -SEE SPORTS, As
..

THEFT

Med
school
maybe
delayed

ACREATIVE WAY
TO STOCK UP ON

1

Wisconsin authorities are searching for
three men who stole $24,000 worth of
beer.The suspects pulled up to a trucking
site in stolen semi tractors.They were
trying to hook a trailerfull of Miller
Brewing Co. beer to the tractors when they
were interrupted.The men fled, taking a
different tractor-trailer rig full of beer.

State budget cuts
could add 1 year
ROBYN SIDERSKY
StaffWriter

The UCF College of Medicine may have to delay its
opening for a year due to state
budget cuts.
The cuts every academic
department is facing will now
raise the question of w hether
there is enough money to
open the medical school as
planned in fall 2009.
According to an Orlando
Sentinel report, the House has
$3.7 million and the Senate
has $4.5 million earmarked
for the school, along with the
medical school at Florida
International University's
College of Medicine, set to
open at the same time. The
amount hardly meets th e
school's needs.
Some students are unhappy about the possible ch ange
in plans b ut not co mplet ely
surprised by the news.
"It's sad and unfortunate
but doesn't surprise me
because of the w ay things
are," said Jennifer Schmidt, a
social work graduate student.
"It's no small task, opening a
medical school."
Schmidt said that the state
of the economy has m ade it
hard for everyon e to find jobs.
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FOOD ON A
STICK CAN BE
AGennan court has rejected an
employee's demand that an irate
customer pay damages
for throwing a haffeaten kebab at her.The
daimstems
froma
customer
who
unsuccessful~

demanded his
money back.Th~
employee claims
the customer called her
a"stupid cow"
and aimed the
kebab at her. She
wants at least $390 in
damages.
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People gather to buy raffle tickets and ask questions at the Surf Club fundraiser held at Knight Library Saturday. The club held raffles throughout the event to benefit SurfAid.

Surf Club raises money to
help battle malaria
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MICHELLE DENDY
Contributing Writer

AROUND CAMPUS, Al

AASU ACCEPTS SUPPLIES
FOR CHILDREN OF THE
NATION TODAY
The African American Student Union
is accepting school supplies and hygiene
products for Children ofthe Nation from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in front ofthe Student Union.
For more infonnation,contact
kds271 l@hotmail.com.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

TESTS TO DETERMINE
WHAT CLOSED ORLANDO
SHERIFF'S OFFICE
...

Orange County authorities are waiting
for lab results to determine what was in
a package that forced the evacuation of
the sheriff's office. Spokeswoman Susan
Soto said then that two employees had
burning and watery eyes after coming
in contact with the package.

NATION & WORLD, A4

IRAQ WAR COMMANDER
RECOMMENDS TROOP
SUSPENSION
The U.S. general commanding the Iraq
War calledTuesdayfor an open-ended
suspension of U.S. troop withdrawals
this summer, asserting that an overly
rapid withdrawal would jeopardize
recent security gains.
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The Surf Club at UCF raised more than $1,000 to help battle
malaria
The club held a fundraiser Saturday at Knight Library to benefit SurfAid 1nternational, a nonprofit organization that works to
improve the health of people living in isolated regions.
"The South Pacific is one of the best places to surf in the
world," surf team captain Todd Rhoten said "Even if you don't
surf, it's about helping out other people who need it."
The fundraiser, Malaria Sucks, raised money to fund SurfAid
International's Malaria Free Mentawai Program. The MFM program works to provide vaccinations, mosquito nets and yarious
other medical supplies to prevent malaria in many Mentawai villages off Indonesia's West Sumatran coast.
"SurfAid works with the people in these remote islands so that
they can help themselves. They educate people about malaria
and establish health care," said Stephanie Janovsky, the Surf Club
public relations coordinator. "A lot of people don't realize how
deadly malaria is because ofthe resources we have to prevent it."
After the 2004 tsunami mthe South Pacific, SurfAid International focused its efforts on rebuilding the Indonesian islands,
PLEASE SEE

N

Six years ago, physician and surfer Dr. Dave Jenkins went on a surf
charter to the Mentawai Islands with one goal in mind: to find perfect
waves. The surf proved to be everything he had hoped for. What he also
found, though, were the Mentawai people - mostly women and children
- suffering and dying from the ravages of malaria and other preventable
diseases. Troubled by the inequity of lifestyles and moved by compassion,
Jenkins went on to establish SurfAid International, a nonprofit organization
dedicated to the alleviation of human suffering through community-based
health programs. With the support of the New Zealand and Australian
governments, the global surfing community and most importantly the
Mentawai people of the affected areas themselves, SurfAid has come to
exemplify the healing power of cross-cultural partnerships.
-WWW.SURFAIDINTERNATIONAL.ORG
- --
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StaffWriter

The
UCF
music
department concluded its
third annual spring piano
series with a performance by
a renowned Swiss pianist.
Hanny Schmid Wyss performed Saturday night in
front of a large crowd at the
Music Rehearsal Hall, part of
the two-day Spring International Piano Concert Series
Performance. Wyss also
taught a piano master class
Sunday.
Wyss' list of accomplishments includes playing with
major orchestras and performing in Boston, San Francisco and Zurich, Switzer-

PLEASE SEE

PIANIST ON AS

I

Professor
•
receives
education
award
Contributing Writer

RAFFLE ON A7

land. An active performer,
Wyss travels to the U.S. sev.eral times a year to perform.
"The audience was very
enjoyable, and it was wonderful to give them my music
because they were so attentive .and that inspires," Wyss
said. 'We musicians are like
a medium between the composer and the audience. So I
want sort of to translate the
works of the composer so it
goes into their souls."
Her selections for the
evening included music from
classical composers such as
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,
Joachim Raff, Franz Liszt and
Robert Schumann.

I

DELAY ON AS

KELSEY HINTON

Piano series ends
on a high note
KEITH SPENCER
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Swiss pianist Hanny Schmid Wyss performs at the Music Rehearsal Hall Saturday. Wyss
performed a set of classical pieces and also taught a piano master class while at UCF.

A U CF education p rofessor
recently gained recognition,
for her work in the early
childhood field
Lynn Hartle, an associate
professor of child, family and
coxmrnlnity sciences, was one
of two recipients of the 2008
Children's Champions Award
The award was presented
by the Central Florida Association for the Education of
Young Children, an organization that focuses on the interests and needs of children and
families in Central Florida,
focusing on d evelopment ,
education
services
and
resources.
Hartle said she is honored
to have received the aw ard,
which was presented to her on
Aprill.
Early Childhood Education
Program Coordinator Judy
Levin, who attended the presentation ceremony, described
Hartle as a "terrific early childhood advocate," which "is
what the award is all about,"
she said
Levin said Hartle received
the nomination for her work
PLEASE SEE
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AROUND
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the UCF community·

AASU helps Children of the Nation

VUCF holds fundraiser for puppies·
Volunteer UCF is holding a
fundraiser, Karaoke for the
Puppies, at Wackadoos in the
Student Union Thursday from
.
7:30 p.nL to 10 p.nL
The event will raise money
for two local animal shelters,
Hound Haven Inc. and
GRRMF. For more informa. tion,
contact
vucf animals@mail.ucf.edu.
-

UCF hosts hypnotist on campus
Campus Activities Board
will be welcoming hypnotist
Tom DeLuca Thursday from 8
p.nL to 10 p.m. in the Student
Union's Pegasus BallroonL For
more information, contact
cabevent@mail.ucf.edu.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Lab tests to detennine what dosed
Orange County Sheriff~ Office
ORLANDO
Orange
County authorities are waiting
for lab results to determine
what was in a package that
forced the evacuation of the
sheriff's office headquai:ters.
The Orlando building was
'e vacuated Monday morning.
Sheriff's spokeswoman Susan
Soto said then that two
employees. had burning and
watery eyes after coming into
contact with the package.
They were treated at the
scene. No injuries were reported.
. Technicians took samples
of the package for testing.
. More than 600 employees
were evacuated at the time.
Authorities say the package
was found to be free of any
hazardous materials, devices
or dangerous substances. The
air conditioning system also
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for

The African American Student Union will be accepting
school supplies and hygiene
products for Children of the
Nation today from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. in front of the Student
Union.
Supplies can also be taken
to the Multicultural Student
Center all month long. For
more information, cohtact
kds27ll@hotmail.com.
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Picnic benefits
Special Olympics

•

NEWSROOM

VANESSA EZETA

407-447-4558

Staff Writer

•

Editor-in-Chief
On Sunday afternoon, a
group of UCF students
hosted a Special Olympics
spring picnic at Jay Blanchard Park and raised more
than $9,000 for the Special
Olympics of Orange County.
Team H.O.P.E (Helping .
Others Positively Excel),
made up of UCF business
majors for a service-learning project working with a
nonprofit organization, initially raised more than
$2,000 for the picnic, sur.passing their goal by $1,000.
In addition, they raised
more than $7,000 from
donations and sponsors of
the event. This money was
raised to assist with the
costs associated with competitions, athlete training
and transportation for the
Special Olympics.
"We are shocked and so
grateful, as are the Special
Olympics, by the kindness
,
VANESSA EZETA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
and generosity of our sponsors," said junior business Athlete Justin Chevallier waits for the perfect moment during a volleyball game.
administration
major
Christina Sandoval, one of picnic months in advance. Activities throughout the
the team members. "There They arranged for dona- picnic included pitching
are many people, compa- tions from businesses, horseshoes, playing soccer,
nies and organizations that including a lunch consist- playing volleyball, jumping
want to help. You just have ing of a variety of treats in a bounce house and
to identify that there is a such as pizza, sub sand- exploring fire trucks and
need."
wiches and ice cream.
airboats.
Other members of the
About two dozen famiThe Special Olympics of
group include Jeff Craw- lies attended the picnic, Orange County provides
ford, Russell Pittman, Crys- with special appearances sports training and other
tal Saufley, Aireny Castro from the Orange County Olympic-type competitions
and Heather Hurley.
Sheriffs Office and fire- to more than 900 athletes ·
The group prepared the fighters from Station 81/B. with mental or intellectual

Melissa Heyboer x213
editor@(entra/FloridaFuture.rom
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News Editors

Athlete Kayla Trimm relaxes after a full
afternoon of excitement at the park.

Matt Morrison and
Natalie Morera x213

,.

news@(entra/Floridafuture.com

disabilities throughout the
county. Its mission is to
provide training all year
long and to give the athletes
opportunities to develop
physical fitness, demonstrate courage and share
experiences and feelings
with families, friends and
other athletes.
Charlotte Day, the
county coordinator of the
Special
Olympics
of
Orange County, Laurie
Chmielewski,
the
competition/training
director, and Liz Calio, the
games coordinator, were
also present that day help- ·
ing and keeping the kids
entertained.
Calio brought the kids to
see th.e fire trucks.
Firefighters Laura Havemeister and Dan Hall,
among others from Station
81/B, showed the interiors
of the fire trucks, how and
when they use the equipment and other basics.
Sandoval smiled, watching everyone run around
and sharing in the excitement. She said she believes
that the success of the program cannot be measured
in the form of a grade, but
rather by the bright eyes
and smiles of the athletes.
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LOCAL WEATHER

Today
MOSTLY
SUNNY

High:82°
Low:66°

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Mostly sunny, with a high
near 82. East northeast wind
between 5 and 10 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy, with a low
around 66. East wind between 5 and
10mph.
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NEW TOWNHOMES NEAR CAMPUS

STARTING AT $168,400 .
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1,500 SQJT. LIVING - 3BR. 2.SB - ENCLOSED
GARAGE - SECURITY SYSTEM - NEW APPLIANCES
INCLUDING WASHER AND DRYER.
AEL CLOSING COSTS PAID!

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
~~ITTNilli~
rn~~~!:D
~~Gm~[Irffi)

CALL FRANK O'BRIEN
406-456-0547

•

MODELS OPEN DAILY
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'NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. Void where prohibited or restricted by Law. Grand Prize winner will receive 2 roundtrip fhghts per quarter awarded as (32)
thirty-two AirTran Airways A+ Rewards credits in their A+ Rewards account posted quarterly as follows: July 2008 and October 2008, and in subsequent years up until the
winner 1urns 23 years of age. It the winner Is 18 years old at time ol entry. he or she will receive the final quarterly prize in January 2013. Sweepstakes ends at Midnight EDT
on 6/9/08. Sweepstakes open to legal residents of the U.S. and Puerto Rico, who arc 18-22 years of age as of 3/25/08. See ;\ir1111rU.con1 I·) c ,1•olelt: J,e" • er 1<ules tnt:<lol
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Putting the Fun in Functionql !

MEN'S "Stash"
with hidden heel
compartment,
in brown.
Sizes 8-13M,
whole.sizes only.

$58.

MEN'S "Fanning"
with bottle opener in
sole, in black/tan or
brown/gum. Sizes
---B-13M, whole sizes
only. $46.

•

)

)

LADIES' "Stash"
with hidden slide
case, in pink or
brown. Sizes 6-11 M,
whole sizes only.

$46. In all stores
except Fashion Square.

•
•
•
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'S The Style of Your Life .
.

j·

APPLY TODAY!

Make Shopping More Rewarding

Earn Dillard's Reward Points
Every Time You Shop

$20

Receive

In Reward Certificates When You Open An Account'

t subject to credn approYal. Certtflcates for opernng a Olllartfs creoit cam
account will arrive with the Dillard's Gard and expire 60 days from issuance.
see credit appllcatlon for Rewards program terms.

USE YOUR DILLARD'S CHARGE. WE ALSO WELCOME VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINER'S CLUB & DISCOVER CARD.
FLORIDA MALL (407) 240-1771 • SEMINOLE TOWNE CENTER {407) 330-1775 • WEST OAKS MALL (407) 292-6866 • OVIEDO MARKETPLACE (407) 977-9996
ALTAMONTE MALL (407) 830-1211 • Hair Salon, (407)262-4361: Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 12-6 •FASHION SQUARE (407) 896-1211 •Hair Salon, (407)897-2361 : Mon.-Sat. 10-7, Sun. 12-6 •VOLUSIA MALL(386) 255-8161
MERRITT SQUARE (321) 452-6411 • MELBOURNE SQUARE (321) 676-1300, Mon. -Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12--6
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was checked for any problems.
Authorities are tracking
down who delivered the
package on Friday.

So...WHE'N lb I GET
M'{ FiRST PA'r"cH~cK?

Judge releases sex-offender
teacher from house arrest early

•

TAMPA
Teacherturned-sex-offenaer Debra
Lafave gets to spend her final
three months of house arrest
on probation instead.
A judge ordered Tuesday
that the 27-year-old former
middle school teacher will
be released from house
arrest on July ll. She'll serve
straight probation instead,
which is less restrictive and
doesn't require her to wear a
monitoring bracelet.
She was sentenced in
November 2005 to three
years' house arrest and seven
years of probation for having
sex with a 14-year-old student.
Prosecutor Mike Sinacore
objects to Tuesday's decision. He says the victim's
family objects, too.

•
CHARLES DHARAPAK/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Gen. David Petraeus, Iraq war commander, arrives to testify before the Senate Armed
Services Committee on the status of the war in Iraq, Tuesday in Washington.

U.S. Iraq war commander
recommends troop suspension

•

Security concerns high as torch
arrives mSan Francisco

WASHINGTON - The
SAN FRANCISCO U.S. general commanding The Olympic torch arrived
the Iraq war called Tuesday for its only North American
for an open-ended susp~n stop amid heavy security
sion of U.S. troop with- Tuesday, a day after its visit
drawals this summer, assert- to Paris descended into
ing that an overly rapid chaos and activists here
withdrawal would jeopard- scaled the Golden Gate
Bridge to protest China's
ize recent security gains.
Gen. David Petraeus told human rights record.
Meanwhile, International
a Senate hearing that he recommends a 45-day "period Olympic Committee presi1 killed when ramp falls at Key
of consolidation and evalua- dent Jacques Rogge said the
West airport; another injured
tion" once the extra combat body's executive board
KEY WEST - Authoridiscuss
Friday
forces that President Bush would
ties say one construction
ordered to Iraq last year whether to end the internaworker has died after a trafhave completed their pull- tional leg of the Beijing
fic ramp fell on him at the
Olympic torch relay because
out in July.
Key West International Airof
widespread protests.
He
did
not
commit
to
a
port.
The torch's global jourtimetable for resuming
City
spokeswoman
troop reductions after the ney was supposed to highChristie Phillips says the viclight China's growing eco45-day pause.
tim died at the scene. AnothBush is expected to nomic and political power.
er worker is being treated at
accept Petraeus' recommen- But activists opposing
a hospital with non-life
China's human rights polidation.
threatening injuries. His conIn testimony before the cies and a recent crackdown
dition is not yet known.
Senate Armed Services on Tibet have been protestCrews were pouring conCommittee,
Petraeus ing along the torch's 85,000crete Tuesday morning on
described the security situa- mile route since the start of
one of the ramps at a new
tion in Iraq as improved the flame's odyssey from
airport terminal when it colsince he last appeared Ancient Olympia in Greece
lapsed, trapping the two
before Congress in Septem- to Beijing, host of the 2008
workers under debris. Airber, but stiU fragile and the Summer Olympics.
port director Peter Horton
gains reversible.
Rogge told The Associatsays the cause of the collapse
He complained of Iranian ed Press he was "deeply sadis not yet known.
support for insurgents and dened" by violent protests in
asserted that withdrawing London and Paris and con• - ASSOCIATED PRESS
U.S. forces too quickly cerned about the relay in
would jeopardize security San
Francisco,
where
gains achieved over the past activists expressed fears that
the torch's planned route
year.
Petraeus also said the through Tibet would lead to
recent flare-up ofviolence in arrests and violent measures
Basra, in Baghdad and else- by Chinese officials trying to
where points up the impor- stifle dissent.
What's in the news at · - ~- tance of the cease-fire
The flame arrived in San
colleges around the country
declared last year by anti- Francisco shortly before 4
American cleric Muqtada al- a.m. and was immediately
Federal lawsuit filed over UT
Sadr and highlighted the put in a vehicle to be
race-based admissions policy
tole Iran allegedly plays in whisked away to a secret
AUSTIN - A legal group
funding and training Shiite location, San Francisco
that fights racial preferences
militias ,through cells the Olympic Torch Relay Comin schools filed a federal lawU.S. military calls "special mittee spokesman David
suit Monday against the Uni- groups."
Perry said.
versity of Texas at Austin, '
Testifying
beside
Security was heightened
claiming its undergraduate
Petraeus was Ryan Crocker, because several protests
admissions policies violate
the U.S. ambassador. to were planned before the
the Constitution and federal
six-mile
relay
Baghdad, who echoed torch's
law.
Petraeus' assessment of real Wednesday.
The lawsuit was filed by
but fragile security gains.
Already, one runner who
the Washington, D.C.-based
Crocker also focused on planned to carry the flame
Project on Fair Representathe violence in the southern during the San Francisco
tion.
city of Basra, where Prime relay dropped out because
The plaintiff, Abigail FishMinister Nouri al-Maliki dis- of safety concerns, Perry
er, is from Richmond, a Hou5patched Iraqi security forces said.
ton suburb. She is a white stuThe person was not idento combat Shiite militias.
dent who finished in the top
tified, but Perry said he
12 percent of her high school
understood the concern.
Life on Texas polygamist
class but was rejected for
compound far from pleasant
admission to UT-Austin.
Iraqi forces, Mahdi militiamen
ELDORADO, Texas The flagship campus for
Until the raid on their com- clash in Baghdad~ Sadr City
the University of Texas sysBAGHDAD - Iraqi govpound last week, the woman
tem reserved a record 81 perand girls of the Yearning for ernment forces and Shiite
cent of its fall admission
Zion Ranch spent their days militia fighters clashed anew
offers this year to students
caring for it~ many children, Tuesday despite a governguaranteed a spot on campus
tilling gardens and quilting, ment ultimatum to antiunder the state's top 10 perdressed in pioneer-style . American cleric Muqtada alcent law.
dresses sewn by their own Sadr to either disband his
The automatic admissions
Mahdi Army or give up polhands.
law was adopted a decade ago
But it was no idyllic itics.
after a federal appeals court
Meanwhile,
security
recreation of 19th-century
decision made affirmative
prairie life, authorities say. forces were reported to be
action illegal in Texas college
Since last week, they have blocking al-Sadr's supportadmissions. In 2003, the U.S.
interviewed members of the ers from traveling to BaghSupreme Court allowed unipolygamist sect looking for dad from outlying areas to
versities to use race as one of
evidence that girls younger attend an anti-U.S. rally
many decision-making facthan 16 were forced into scheduled for Wednesday.
tors.
Al-Sadr called for the
marriages with older men.
The university's minority
Five miles off the high- protest to mark the fifth
enrollment is higher now
way, beyond a double gate, anniversary of the capture of
than any time in the decade
the group's members live Baghdad by U.S. troops
since lawmakers enacted the
lives that are isolated even nearly a month after the war
top 10 percent law.
for the scruffy West Te:x:as started, but many observers
UT-Austin had just over
see it as a show of force in
prairie.
37,000 undergraduate stuTheir 1,700-acre ranch is his confrontation with the
dents in fall 2007. Of those,
like its own city, with a government.
6,700 were Hispanic and 1,700
The fighting comes as
gleaming temple, doctor's
black
office, school and even fac- Gen. David Petraeus, the
The lawsuit argues that
commander of U.S. forces
tories.
the Supreme Court's ruling
"Once you go into the in Iraq, prepared to testify
required universities to make
compound, you don't ever later Tuesday on the war.
a good-faith effort to improve
He was expected to tell
leave it," said Carolyn Jessop,
diversity using race-neutral
who was one of the wives of two Senate committees
policies before resorting to
the alleged leader of the that last year's influx of
racial preferences.
Eldorado complex, but who 30,000 troops to Iraq had
Patti Ohlendorf, vice presileft the sect before it began helped calm some of the
dent for legal affairs at UT,
sectarian violence but that
moving to Texas in 2004.
said officials would review
By Monday, state authori- to prevent a backslide in
the lawsuit, but the university
ties had taken legal custody security, troops would likeis confident that all admisof 401 children. saying they ly be needed in large numsions policies are legal and
had been harmed or were in bers through the end of the
comply with the Supreme
year.
imminentdangerofharm.
Court ruliD.g.
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Delay disappoints but doesn't surprise students
FROM

'j

Al

Amy Welliver, also a social
work graduate student, agreed
with Schmidt.
"I understand they have to
cut money somewhere, but it's
.all departments getting cut,"
Welliver said.
The first class of the medical school, 40 students, will
receive scholarships that will
pay for their medical education and living expenses for all
four years of medical school
Currently, 36 out of the 40
scholarships are funded.
"It sucks because a lot of
people were really excited,''
said junior hospitality major
Taunya Christian. "Students
who were planning on going
will be really upset about the
situatioIL"
When UCF first decided to
build a medical school, the
idea was touted by local officials as a boon to the Florida
economy. In 2007, the school
was expected to boost the
economy by as much as $6.4
billion and create about 26,000
new jobs.
The school has grown rapidly since its beginning. Last
year, the Board of Trustees
added $25 million to the
school's initial $43 million
construction budget.

RAYMA JENKINS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The newly established College of Medicine was speculated to bring prestige to the university as well as jobs to the st~te. However, the school may end up facing delays due to the budget crisis the state has been mired in.

Pianist plays classics, teaches class
FROM

)

•

Al

Prior to playing each
piece, Wyss introduced it
and told a story about the
piece from · a historical
perspective.
Wyss said that of all the
pieces she performed Saturday night, she was indecisive as to which one she
enjoyed the most.
"I can't even tell
because what I choose in
the repertoire, I like everything, otherwise I wouldn't study it,'' she said. "I
choose works with which I
can say something, I can
give something, I can tell
something.
Everything
that I played tonight I
loved."
Her performance went
over well with the audience.
"Tonight's performance
was great," said sophomore music major Denise
Burchfield. "I liked the
Schumann piece [Scenes
from Childhood]. When
she was playing it, it
brought back memories
from my childhood. Each
section of the cycle
brought back different
scenes that I kept replaying in my head."
Chair of piano studies,
Laurent'Boukobza, said he
bmught the performance
· to UCF students, faculty
and residents of the Orlando community to provide
an opportunity to experience tlie world through
music.
"The reason for me to
invite international piano
people 'f or the students is
that I want to provide for
them the best international experience possible,''
Boukobza said. "To hear
an artist live is not even
comparable to listening to
a recording. [Student.s ]
are very excited about it,
especially for the program.
"Wyss plays pieces that
I have never heard of, from
composers I have never
heard of, and she is also
bringing to us years of
research, deep thought,
maturity and reflection [in
piano playing]."
Boukobza
contacts
many of his friends and
colleagues,
informing
them of his international
piano concert series and
inquiring whether they or
someone
they
know
would be interested in
performing
at
UCF.
Boukobza selected Wyss
because he said she has a
beautiful way of playing
the piano and because she
plays a repertoire that is
uncommoIL
"Scenes from Childhood
is a gorgeous set that lasts
about 25 minutes of 13
pieces that Schumann
wrote to his wife, Clara

Schumann,'' Boukobza said.
"It is a very deep, very pure,
very profound piece; and it's
very unique. That's what I
like with Hanny [Wyss], for
example, that she dares going
into that repertoire."
Boukobza said the concert
Saturday night was unique, in
that international artists
bring a different' repertoire,
different maturity and different perspective on playing
the piano than American
audiences are used to.
Wyss said that she
enjoyed her visit to UCF and
looked forward to the master
class.
.
"Oh, it's interesting. What
a campus," Wyss said. "It's
great, and I am impressed
about what's going on here at
the university. It's always

interesting to see the stuc:Jents and if I hear them.
Sometimes they are so good
that I barely have to say
something.
"I give them hints, like my
taste. It's so personal, what
your interpretation is. Sometimes it is a challenge for me,
how far I can get in half an
hour with a student, to tell
them what I imagine how
[the music piece] should be."
For developing musicians,
Wyss advises, "Practice, all
day long. We have to go over
and over it again, even if you
have performed it, you have
to do it again and memorize
again.
"I would suggest read a lot
about composers. Like when
you have a piece, you study a
work of a composer, read a

bio about the composer. You
have to understand his background. When did he write it
in life? What did he mean?"
Rochelle Sallee, also a
pianist, drove from Vero
Beach to hear Wyss perform.
"So far, the international
piano series has been a complete' delight,'' Sallee said.
"All of the performers have
been excellent. I was very
excited to hear the difference
in technique."
Boukobza said the event
was a success.
"We are looking forward
to the next season, which
starts probably in October,
and I am very happy that the
third season was so successful,'' Boukobza said. "I'm hoping that ·the fourth season is
just as successful."

'

·Depre~sed?
• Feel Sad, Worthless or Guilty?
• Trouble Eating or Sleeping?
• No Motivation?
•Difficulty Concentrating?
• Feeling Downhearted or Blue?
If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you might be
interested in a research study for adults, 18-70, who experience
depression. If you qualify, all study-related care and medication
will be provided, at no cost, and you will be compensated for
time and travel, up to $950. As always, there is never an over
night stay, and health insurance is not required. Call today to
speak to a qualified professional who can schedule your no
cost appointment within two to three dQW.

student bonus· cash
EXCLUSIVE

OFFER

Adc:{itional savings just for college and trade school
~ students, recent grads and grad students

LINCOLN

MERCURY

"IWtlCQHC>f"l"to

See Web Site tor $500 student Bonus cash Official Program RUies - www.FordDJiVeSU.com/COJlege.
NO PURGflASE NECESSARY TO ENTER THE FORD DRIVES U: TO TltE uREEL" WORLD SWEEPSTAKES. Sweepstakes Is open to legal residents of the 48 contiguous United Slates and District of Columbia who are.at least 18 years of age and currently enrolled as a part-ume or
tull-time·student at a nationally accredited U.S. college or university and possess a valid U.S. driver's license. Sweepstakes commences at 12:00:01 PM on March 1s, 2008 and ends at 11 :59:59 PM on December 31, 2008. sweepstakes Is subject to Official Rules. For complete
prize descriptlons and approximate retail values or to obtain Official Rules, log onto www.FordDrivesU.com/Gollege. VOID IN ALASKA AND HAWAII AND WHERE PROHIBitED BY LAW.
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Smoke in Library
empties building ·
AMANDA WELCH
Staff Writer

_
The UCF Library was
evacuated Monday due to
the presence of smoke.
Smoke from an overheated motor in the elevator by the west stairs triggered an alarm and forced
an evacuation, said Christine Dellert of UCF News
and Information. Dellert
said the smoke was all that
was seen, but it is possible
that there was a small electrical fire.
Elevator No. 2 was
closed for the rest of the
afternoon but re-opened
Tuesday morning. Orange
County Fire Rescue reported no damage.
Library staff members
donning reflective yellow
armbands directed the foot
traffic outside as instructions to move further and
further away from the
building came blaring
through a megaphone. _
At the time of the evacuation,
many
students,
including
sophomore
health science major Tracy

•

DiSevo, assumed it was just
a drill.
"I think I've done fire
drills enough times in high
school to know how to
leave a building," she said.
DiSevo said she was itritated that the evacuation,
which lasted about half an
hour, cut into her study
time.
Mike Dresser,
who
·works in the inter-library
loan department, was also
surprised to see the fire
trucks pull up alongside the
Reflecting Pond.
He said that
other
alan;ns have been set off by
pranksters or as part of a
drill.
"This is the first time I've
ever seen an actual
response, besides police of
- course, in two years,"
Dresser said.
After the fire in Tower 4
on Friday, Elaine Fisher of
the Orange County Fire
Rescue said the Library
incident was comparatively
dull.
"No fire, just smoke,"
Fisher said. "Not nearly as
exciting as Friday.''
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Eligible Vehicles

• Any new and untitled VW.

• Any O&Y1 and u titf d V'N
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•V~lkswagen Certifi~ Pre-Owned

•

Eligible Programs
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• Retail Financing
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Volkswagen
Certfied Pre-Loved

Leasing _
Over 75 Volkswagen Cetified. Pre-L.ov d vehicles instocld

c04 Jetta GLS 2.0L

'04 Ne Beette Conv
Auto, GLS. low
s

Auto, Low Mis ·
#P3075

#P3068 -

14,903·

$12,904*

.
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Professor's work known throughout state, nation
FROM

A1

with local, high-risk, lowincome children.
Hartle
is
recognized .
throughout the College of Education as a leader in her field
"What I lmow about her is
that she's an outstanding professor in early childhood
education," said Jennifer Platt,
executive associate dean for
Academic Affairs.
Levin said Hartle is !mown
throughout the community,
state and nation for her work.
Heavily
involved
in
research, Hartle has received
dozens ofgrants, including several federally funded grants
from the U.S. Department of
Education. Together, the grants
are worth several million dol. lars.
Hartle's eight years at UCF
have allowed her to conduct
local research with many colleagues, including Lee Cross, a
fellow associate professor of
child, family and community
sciences. ·
Cross said she worked with
Hartle on a grant project

)

ABOUTTHEAWARD
The Children's Champion Award, presented by the Central Florida Association for
the Education ofYoung Children, is awarded for contributions to the field of early
childhood education.The association's mission is to serve Central Florida families.

involving providers of services
for young children with disabilities and said Hartle works regularly with the community.
Hartle has held several
teaching positions, including
tenure at the University of
Florida and Pennsylvania State
University. She currently
serves as the graduate program
coordinator for early childhood
education.
The impact of a child's earliest years of life on scholastic
achievement is what Hartle
said drew ·her to the early
education field
"By age 10, most of who the
child is and his disposition and
motivation for learning are
developed," she said. "I can't
imagine doing anything else."
Levin said that Hartle is
committed to her t}eld

"Everything [Hartle] does is
with young children first in her
mind," she said
One of Hartle's current
research projects involves the
investigation of the voluntary
pre-kindergarten system. Her
research is in the final year of
three years of study and seeks
to ·determine the correlation
between quality and level of
teacher training and the effectiveness of the respective program.
Hartle said the majority of
pre-kindergarten teachers have
only an associate's degree,
which may be insufficient in
providing a solid educational
foundation.
Another important contribution to the field are the several books with which Hartle
has been involved, including

the third edition of Building
Family, School and .C ommunity
Partnerships. The book was
published in 2006 and highlights another of Hartle's many
interests: helping teachers
understand and overcome cultural and familial barriers in
their students.
· Hartle's experience in higher education spans tlie past 21
years and includes professorships at five different universities, but she is no stranger to
working directly with children.
She spent seven years founding
and directing the Montessori
Children's
House
of
Cookeville, Tenn., which
housed children ages 2 through
6, including children with disabilities and multicultural heritage. She has also taught prekindergarten, kindergarten, and
first grade at several schools in
Michigan.
Hartle is involved in niunerous professional organizations
related to the early childhood
field, including Early Childhood Association ofFlorida and
the National Association for the
Education ofYoung Children.

Raffle, donations bring in about $600
FROM

A1

along with educating more
than 53,000 people about the
dangers of malaria
''We would like to keep supporting SurfAid, not just now
but 10 years down the road,"
said team rider Zach Ter-

williger.

Terwilliger contacted SurfAid International Executive
Assistant Elizabeth Ritter earlier this semester to see how
UCF could help raise money
for the humanitarian organization.
''Now that we lmow how to
run the event, we have higher
aspirations from here on out,"
Terwilliger said. "This was a
really good learning experience for us, and we hope to
establish the tradition of doing

fundraisers for SurfAid in the
Surf Club."
Malaria Sucks began at 8
p.m., and two live bands played
until 10:30 p.m. Local artist
Ramez kicked off the night
with an acoustic performance.
No Circus, a h!gh school band
that has performed at House of
Blues, drove from Deland to
perform for the cause.
'"The bands were great and
incredibly talented," Janovsky
said '"They donated their talents to come out for the cause
help fight malaria."
Throughout the night, two
gravity boards, two surfboards,
a painting, T-shirts, gift certificates and various goody bags
were raffled ofI The raffle and
donations at the event brought
in more than $600. The rest of
the money was raised through

and

donations.
"Our goal was to raise as
much money as we could and
get SurfAid Intemational's
name out there," said SurfClub
treasurer Justin Lewis.
During the past week, the
Surf Team was in the Student
Union offering DVDs, T-shirts
and SurfAid wristbands in
exchange for donations.
"Overall, it was a great way
for everyone to get together
and get the word out about
SurfAid and malaria," Janovsky
said ''I would definitely do it
again and make it an annual
Malaria Sucks party."
Surf Club members said
they owe much of the event's
success to the gracious donations of their sponsors. Local
businesses such as Lazy Moon,
University Surf and Skate,

SHANNA FORTIER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Lynn Hartle, an associate professor at UC F's College of Education, received the '08 Children's
Champion Award from the Central Florida Association for the Education of Young Children.

Evolve, Stoke International, Sol
y Luna, Qµiet Flight Sur£ Shop
and BP Surfboards showed
their support for the cau5e.
"The sponsors were really
willing to help out," said Josh
Baer, viet; president of the Surf
Club. ''Weevenhadalotofoutof-town sponsors make the
drive to come to the event and
drop off donations."
To join the SurfClub or fmd
out about upcoming events,
visit the club's Web site at
www.surfuct:com.
The Surf Club m,eets Tuesday nights at 9 p.m. in the Business Administration Building,
Room 119, and welcomes all
surfers at any level. For more
information on SurfAid International and its Malaria Free
Mentawai Program, go to
www.surfaidinternationalorg.
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UCF SAVES ITS BEST- FOR A

Afar

•

away
Knight
•
Sports Editor

. UCF lost someone
extremely important to its
football program Friday,
although many have never
heard of him.
Jon Hussey was 65,
never attended UCF, was
never employed by the
school and never played
for UCF, but try to find
someone more pivotal to
the team•s current situation and the list is few.
. Hussey worked for the

••

New Hampshire Union
Leader, and while many of

ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Ashley Van Ryn, center, celebrates with Tiffany Lane, left, and Allison Kime, 10, in the Knights' 5-0 win over Illinois State on Feb. 8. Van Ryn was 1-for-2 with 2 RBis .in Sunday's win over Houston.

Kime excels in restarted game, leads
Knights to win over Nq. 9 Houston
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UCF

MELISSA HEYBOER

on the season and 8-2 in conference play.
Kime also led UCF at the plate, going 3A -good team isn't measured by how well for-3 with a home run, two RBis and two runs
it handles a win, but rather how well it can scored
"It was exciting to see our offense explode
bounce back from defeat.
The UCF Softball team made it a point for five runs in the first inning;" UCF head
coach Renee Luers-Gillispie said in a press
Sunday to prove just how good it is.
After their 13-game winning streak was release. "Allison (Kime) came in and had a
snapped Saturday against No. 9 Houston, the great game on the mound as well as at the
Knights came back Sunday to take a critical plate to help us take game two from No. 96-4 win over the Cougars, handing Houston ranked Houston."
Tiffany Lane opened the bottom of the
only its fifth loss of the season and its first in
first inning with a walk and quickly moved to ·
. Conference USA
The Knights used a five-run first inning second after Marquita Council reached on a
and a stellar all-around performance from throwing error by Houston starting pitcher
.
Allison Kime to upset Houston and improve Baillie Lott.
Breanne Javier kept UCF's offense going
their ..record to 32-15 overall, 10"-4 in conferwith a single up the middle to load the bases
ence action.
The wffi..also snapped Houston's seven- with no outs. Another walk, this one to
game winning streak and was the Knights' Hillary Barrow, kept the bases loaded and
brought Lane home for the Knights' first run.
first win all-time against the Cougars.
After a foul out by Lexi Gresham, Kime
Kime doininated on both sides of the field
for the Knights. She replaced Ashleigh Cole ripped an RBI single up the middle, scoring
in the second inning of Sunday's game, which Council from third to give the Knights a 2-0
was originally-scheduled to be part of a dou- advantage.
Cat Snapp flied out for the Knights' secbleheader Saturday, but play was postponed
after the top of the first due to inclement ond out ofthe inning, but it was deep enough
for Javier to tag from third and score the
weather.
Kime took over when the game restarted· Knights' third run.
_With two outs, Ashley Van Ryn recorded
and proceeded to pitch the final six innings,
allowing four runs on eight hits, while strik- the hit that would put the game out of reach,
a single that scored Kime and Barrow.
ing out five.
With five runs allowed, Lott was relieved
· The win improved Kime's record to 19-8
EditOf-in-Chief

0

by ace pitcher Angel Shamblin, who successfully shut down the Knights in Saturday's
game.
The Knights weren't bothered, however.
In the bottom of the third, Kime helped
herself out by drilling a home run over the
left-field fence to put the Knights up 6-0 at
the end of three.
Kime managed to keep the Cougars scoreless through three innings; but Houston finally answered with three runs of its own in the
top of the fifth.
The Cougars started off the inning with
back-to-back doubles off the bats of Christa
Raley and Jessica Valis. Valis' double scored
Raley for the first run of the inning.
The next batter, Katie Bush, knocked a
single to right field, which ad\.anced Valis to
third. With runners on second and third,
Elaina Nordstrom grounded out to Lane at
shortstop, but Valis was able to score on the
play.
A throwing error by Barrow then allowed
Bush to score from third base and cut UCFs
lead to 6-3.
The Cougars made a final attempt at victory in the top of the sixth inning, putting
together one run on three hits, including a
double from Shamblin, but Kime would get
out of the inning with the 6-4 lead
The Cougars couldn't put anything
PLEASE SEE

FSU ON A10

us couldn't. say exactly
where that publication is
located, his distance from ·
Orlando only makes his
influence that much more
impressive.
Hussey was the man
who was intrigued by
Notre Dame's new coaching hire in late 2001. After
reading that the school's
new football coach,
George O'Leary, was a
three-time letterwinner at
the University of New
Hainpshire, he decided to
talk to some of O'Leary's
past coaches.
The result is that none
of them remembered
O'Leary playing, and the
Union Leader's Jim Fennell's subsequent reporting showed just how
much O'Leary had falsified his resume.
His tenure with Touchdown Jesus: Five days.
It was Hussey's actions
that put O'Leary's career
on a path.to become the
defensive coordinator for
the Minnesota Vikings in
2002 and 2003.
UCF fans know what
happened next.
He was offered a ·multiyear, multi-million-dollar
contract to lead the
Knights.
So whether it's celebrating the team's first
conference championship,
the career of Kevin Smith
or the emergence of many
prized recruits, remember
that both O'Leary's and
UCF's fortunes could be
completely different.
Were it not for the
inquisitiveness of Hussey,
the landfill, uh, landscape
of UCF Football would be
extremely changed.
O'Leary could still be
with the Fighting Irish,
bringing in prized recruits
PLEASE SEE
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Knights fall big in Houston

'c

BRIAN MURPHY ·
Staff Writer

ANDY JACOBSbHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF catcher Robert Lara·swings against Central Michigan on March 1. Lara was the
designated hitter in Sunday's loss at Houston, and went 2-for-3 with a run scored.

There are three words that
describe the UCF Baseball team's
three-game series at Houston
this past weekend: ugly, uglier,
ugliest.
The Knights' defense let them
down in game one Friday, but it
was one of UCF's more
respectable losses 5-3. They fell
10-1 Saturday, thanks in large part
to the Cougars' seven-run fourth
inning. But Sunday's defeat
encompassed bad defense and a
big inning - or two - as the
Cougars crushed the Knights 14-7.
It was the first time that UCF
was swept in a three-game series
since May 11-13 of last season.
The Knights actually took the

TEAM
UCF
- -HOUSTON

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 FINAL
1 1 0 1 2 0 1 -1- -0- 1 7 --5 2 5 0 1 1 0 0 x 14

game's first lead, thanks to an
unearned run in the first inning.
Ryan Richardson scored all the
way from first on a Brandon
Romans single and a fielding
error by right fielder Matt Murphy.
But any thoughts of ending
their six-game losing streak and
momentum the Knights had
were short lived Specifically, it

lasted three batters into the
Cougars' half of the first.
Blake Kelso and Jake Stewart
started it with back-to-back singles and then moved up to second and third on stolen bases.
Bryan Pounds followed with a
single to right field that scored
Kelso.
PLEASE SEE
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Freshman drills first
home run despite loss
)

FROM

A8

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

j

After a pop out and a sacrifice fly that gave the
Cougars a 2-1 advantage, four
consecutive batters reached
base to make the score 5-1
heading to the second inning.
The Knights
scored
another run in the second,
but couldn't capitalize on
what could have been a more
productive inning~ They had
runners on first and second
with one out, but a ground
out by Dwayne Bailey and a
fly out by Colin Arnold
ended the threat.
The Cougars then showed
the Knights how it's done as .
they put together four twoout hit&, scoring two runs and
increasing their lead to 7-1.
UCF starting pitcher
Carmine Giardina would see
his afternoon end after that
second inning. He was
roughed up for 10 hits in
those two innings.
Austin Hudson relieved
Giardina to start the bottom
of the third, but he recorded
only one out before his day
ended as the Cougars put
together their second fiverun inning. Of course, errors
by first baseman Evan Stobbs
and third baseman Josh
Siebenaler didn't help matters for the Knights.
In the end, Hudson

LOSING IN BUNCHES

RUNS AND MORE RUNS

Heading into Tuesday's game against
South Florida, the Knights had lost
seven straight, which was tied for the
third-longest losing streak in program
history.

The 14 runs the Houston Cougars
scored Sunday was the second-most
the Knights have allowed this season.
During the Knights' losing streak, they
have been outscored 72-24.

allowed five runs on three right-field fence. Eric Kallhits and a walk, but because strom and Robert Lara added
of those two errors, only one two hits each. '
run was earned. Still, the
The Cougars earned their
.Knights trailed 12-2 after just first Conference USA home
three innings.
series sweep since winning
UCF had bases loaded three straight against UCF on
with one out in the fourth, May 5-7, 2006. The Cougars
but could only get one run . racked up a season-high 19
out of it. The Knights faced hits and eight batters had at
that exact situation in the least two. Ryan Lormand had
eighth · inning, but Tyson the best day of any Cougar,
Auer grounded into a double with three hits, three runs
play to end another one-run and thr.e e RBis.
inning that could have been
The Knights tried to end
so much m~re for the their seven-game losing
streak at home against South
Knights.
They left 12 runners on Florida on Tuesday. Results
base Sunday. To be fair, Hous- were not available at press
ton stranded 13 runners, but time. Check Friday's edition
no one really notices that of the Future for a recap.
The Knights will face Stetwhen you score 14 runs and
win by seven.
son tonight at Jay· Bergman
In his debut start at first Field. The Hatters entered
base, Stobbs shined at the Tuesday's game ~gainst
plate as he racked up three Bethune-Cookman with a 14hits, four RBJ.<; and his first 17 record. UCF leads the allDivision I home run, a two- time series with Stetson 60run shot in the fifth inning 48. The first pitch of tonight's
that sailed deep over the game is scheduled for 6:30.

SHANNA FORTIER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF outfielder Colin Arnold swings and misses at a pitch. Arnold, who transferred from Daytona Beach Community College, began his first
season as a Knight very well, hitting more than .350 at one time. But he has since hit a bit of a wall and as ofTuesday, was batting .295.

Place Classifieds

·ONLINE
in the
<!tntral 'lodba 'uturt

for as low as $5 an issue!

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

AND THE FREED

·yo LIE AR U

'
Don't get stuck in a bad living

GHEGK
DUI IHE

"

situation next school year. And
don't wait until the last minute to
find a place.
Go to OrlandoSentinel.com and
click Apartments to search for

FOR MORE INFORMATION,

options for the fall semester.

PlUSE CONlJlCT THE OVIEDO-WltfTER SPRINGS
REGIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AT

OrlandoSentinel.com

401.365.6500 OR lllSTEOFOVIDllORG.

111ANKSm

IUISPON.Um

Seminole
Chronicle
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FSU conling next
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Servers
Busser
Our upbeat environment

Hosts

and stron9 company

Hostesses

culture make the Elephant

Prep Cook

Bar Restaurant the ideal

Line· Cook

career ~hoke for dynamic,

Dishwasher

hospitality-minded

.

Bartender

AB

together in the seventh inning,
leaving two rumiers on base
and allowing UCF to earn the
win
Javier had two hits and a run
scored while Van Ryil added a
hit and two RBis in the victory.
The third game of the threegame series was canceled Sunday afternoon due to more
inclement weather and will not
be rescheduled
,
Before jumping back into
Conference USA action this
weekend, the Knights will host
three non-conference games at..
the UCF Softball Complex.
UCF faced in-state rival
:Sethune-Cookman · Tuesday
night but results weren't available at press time. Check Friday's issue of the Future for a
recap.
The Knights .will face Florida State in a double header
tonight. The games will start at
4 p.m. and 6 p.m.
The Seminoles are currently 31-15 this season, 7-5 in the
SHANNA FORTIER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Atlantic Coast Conference.
UCF first baseman Breanne Javier was 2-for-3 in Sunday's win over the Houston

t

Cougars. As ofyuesday, Javier's .366 batting average and 56 hits lead the team.

people. Come apply
.

Cocktail Server

to join our team!
Applications accepted in person and
interviews be9in 417

FOUR POINTS bV SHERATON
5905 International Drive
Orlando, Fl 32811
·studio one located on
the main lobbv

Coach brings new life
FROM

AB

and leading them to disappointing seasons.
And the Knights, well,
damn_

Smith would either be
mired in some Division II
school trying to break in at
running back or playing
safety in some small school
What about Joe Burnett,
Johnell Neal, Michael
Greco, Leger Douzable or
Kamar Aiken?
Where would they.all be?
Not to mention O'Leary's
time under then-Minnesota
Vikings head coach Mike
Tice and the relationship
they cultivated led to his

son, Nate Tice, to sign on
with the black and gold.
O'Leary's arrival also
announced a change in culture for UCE
The eight wins in 2005
and the 10 wins this past
season were the program's
most since 1998.
And only four times has
the team won as many as
eight games in the 29-year
history of the program.
UCF's and Notre Dame's
records are similar enough
since O'Leary's arrival, with
the winless 2004 season
skewing UCF's mark toward
the negative side.
And while they both
have an equal an'J.ount of

bowl victories in that time,
you could make the case
that UCF's 'one bowl loss
was not nearly as embarrassing as Notre Dame's
three.
At any rate, the Knights
are definitely on the positive side of the ledger in the
O'Leary era - in the black,
you could say - and a
major part of that was
Hussey's find.
It was, in part, his hard
work that set the start for
UCF's recent success
So rest in peace, the
Knig4t we never knew.
Your journalism was
great, and results for UCF
were even better.

•

•
••

•
•

..
Request for:

STUDENT SUBMISSIONS
Undergraduate students are invited to submit original
research manuscripts to UCF' s own multidisciplinary .
academic iournaL Collaborative student research welcome!
Why
./
./
./

Submit?
.
Get an edg~ on graduate school admission
Gain val.uable publishing experience
Expand your resume

DON'T DELAY!
SUBM/T .TODAY!
Find out how at:

www..URJ.ucf.edu

OUR
·
+ ~

Office of
Undergraduate
Research

UC F " ' Stands For Opportunity

Office of
Undergraduate

Research

(t,ucF

• •

('rottaf ~Odbct 1ufure
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Book bill should be
first step, not last
I

f television commercials for you can stay on track in the
car insurance have taught
course.
us anything, it is that being
Did we mention that the
able to shop around for somecopy you purchased with
thing is good for the consumer.
option two was marked up just
· This is exactly why the probecause it was sold on campus?
posed bill that would require a
For some people who live on
class' mandatory textbooks to
a tight budget and have to buy
be listed at least 30 days before
more expensive books, this
the semester starts is a step in
option could make the differthe right direction.
ence between being able to buy
While it may not be the final food that week or going hunanswer for the problem of
gry. But who needs food, really?
overpriced books, at least
The issue of teachers getting
someone is actually trying to
kickbacks from publication
do something to alleviate the
companies is-another problem
burden of textbook prices.
addressed in the bill. This is
There are many options
another step in the right direcopen for buying textbooks, as
tion. The idea that teachers
long as you have the time to '
would willingly take a kickback
look. One of the cheaper
from a company that makes
options is ordering the books
textbooks does not sit right.
used from various online book
The best interest should always
outlets. The snag is t~at you
be that of the students. It is
usually have to wait for the
because of the students that
book to be shipped from
professors even have a job in
halfway to Timbuktu.
the first place.
Obviously, you cannot go
Like diapers for new parand order the book if you only
ents, textbooks are just one of
hear about which book you
those things you have to buy.
need the day you show up to
Sure, there are ways of getting
class for the first time. In that
around buying the book altosituation, you are left with only gether, but like the diaper anala few options. One is to try to
ogy, the ways of getting around
find that elusive cheaper copy
it are usually messy. The
or order it online, which could
library has copie~ of some texttake weeks. During that time,
books, and there is always the
you run the serious risk of
less-than-legal copy machine
falling behind and staying
route, both of which are not
behind for the rest of the class.
reliable.
The second option is to just
Sure, being able to shop
break down and go to the on'around for books is a good
campus bookstore and purdeal, but what if the textbook
chase a copy ·t here. That way,
you are searching for is a brand

new edition? We are in an academic society where we see
editions of books come and go
year after year, sometimes with
very few changes. Those new
editions render the copy you
bought the year before useless
in the eyes of the bookstore,
meaning you get less money
back on return than what the
paper the words are printed on
is worth.
Textbooks are a necessity
for students. That is exactly
why the state needs to take a
step back and look at the situation. More action is needed
than just this one bill.
More needs to be done on a
government level to assure that
students can afford the books
they need for their classes.
What that entails is not yet
known.
Perhaps it will come in the
form of price caps, where the
pi:ices of textbooks are legislatively limited so publishing
companies and, retail stores
cannot charge more than a certain amount.
One thing is known, however, and that is that something
needs to happen to help keep
the prices of textbooks reasonable.
The publishing companies
will kick and scream, but in the
end, what is more important,
the dollars and cents generated
by those companies, or students getting their hands on
the tools they need to get
through college?

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exce·ed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.Centralfloridafuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-441-4558.

Being green better
than.t
g green
A

s the world begins to
It should be a given that the
talk green, UCF is hostgoal of all people - whether
ing its next environconservative or liberal, whether
mental symposium, the Central
the Eco-Advocates or College
Florida Summit on Global CliRepublicans - should be to
mate Change. This one aims to
exert every inch of their power
to making UCF as green and
be great, with John Passacanto,
environmentally .sound as posdirector of Greenpeace USA. in
attendance to give his open
sible.
It doesn't matter whether
forum keynote speech, "Yow
Environment, My Environment: you think global warming is a
A Fight for Survival."
.
real phenomenon or not.
And in addition to this
Whether the Earth will end in
week's environmental sympothe next generation or live on
sium, UCF will host yet another · for thousands of years is irrelevant when we're talking about
the following week. That one is
producing a cleaner, greener
called "The Central Florida
society. Having an environmenSummit on Global Climate·
tally sound future society is the
Change."
ultimate goal and the best goal
To some, holding these sym(or everyone, because it brings
posiums may show UCF to be
about positive impact for the
some kind of environmental
Earth, the animals and the
mecca, but truth be told, there
humans.
is a lot more that this host
So, let's get back to what
school needs to do to shine
UCF is doing to play its part,
greener than just letting everybesides hosting numerous talks
one else come and talk about
about what should be done what needs to be done. Actions
fun and interesting to attend
speak louder than words, after
but somewhat useless moves in
all.
terms of getting things done.
UCF began addressing the
The most recent action
environment with the creation
of the Master Plan back in 2003. toward getting the green moveThe Master Plan is an all-know- ment into every nook and cranny of the university is the creing blueprint of things to come
ation of the Student
at UCF. However, from the outSustainability Alliance. The
set, environmentally progressive groups such as the Progres- alliance aims to unite progressive students and progressive
sive Council, the local chapter
of the Sierra Club and local res- staff members to push for things
such as the Green Fee, more
idents fought against it, calling
recycling progratl}S, student garfor further additions that
dens, composting, bike trails,
i.J:tcluded preservation of land
solar power - you name it.
But, in the end, nothing was
This is great, but we're again
added despite their pleas, an,d
seeing students and select
the plan kept what minimal
"green" staff members spearplans it already had and earned
heading a movement. Where is
SGA's backing to boot.
the administration playing its
We're not pointing any finpart?
gers here, but as we've said in
Could it be with President
past editorials, politics need not
Hitt signing onto the Climate
apply to envirqnmental policy.

Council? We're not sure much
has come of his signing a paper
to join a green presidents club.
Could it be with the implementation of the LEED standard building code or the eight
to 10 biodiesel vehicles that
were recently put on the streets
ofUCF?
Could it be the 2007 release
of the first greenhouse gas
report or making the environment UCF's undergraduate unifying theme? Perhaps.
But in comparison to what
needs to be done and what the
students and the sustainability
alliance are reaching for, these
are small moves that seem like
the showmanship of a university trying to market itself as
green.
Sure, biodiesel vehicles are
great, but only eight to 10 of
them? We are reminded of the
48,000-plus students in attendance here and all the ways
they come to school.
Sure, meeting LEED standards is great, but why settle for
the silver qualification? Why
not reach for gold? Why not go
bigger and, for example, lower
the temperature in every classroom by one degree or turn off
all of the classroom and staff
computers every night? The
money saved would be enormous, and the effort involved
would be small.
The bottom line is that the
administration needs to join
together with the students - or
at least follow their lead - in
pushing the green movement
outward to all facets of UCF life
and to start thinking out of the
mainstream green box. What
we're seeing now are slow steps
and small projects that have
surface worth. Think bigger, go
bigger and we all win.

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com ·Wednesday, April 9, 2008
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Heston responds to
audit controversy
During the past two
weeks, Future articles
and editorials have
addressed a recent university operational audit
conducted by the State of
Florida Auditor General.
At his student open
forum on March 20,
Heston
President John Hitt said
he believes the audit represents an
- GRANT HESTON
endorsement of the overwhelmin~
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT,
majority of the university's operational
UCF NEWS AND INFORMATION
policies and practices. Although the
audit cited a few instances where
improvements could be made, the overall. review was positive.
In light of the Future's coverage of the funds provided from the state or tuition.
Reserve funds cannot be used to pay
audit, I want to dispel some misconcepfor anything that would generate regutions and clarify the university's posilar, recurring expenses, such as salaries
tion, as described by President Hitt at
or new course offerings. The loans from
the student open forum.
the university, which represented a
First, some background: Florida's
small portion of the reserve fund, were
Auditor General conducts valuable,
made at the same interest rate that a
independent operational audits of state
typical short term certificate of deposit
universities every two years. This parwould generate.
ticular audit, for the fiscal year ending
The Athletics Association always has
June 30, 2007, cited just 13 operational
been required to repay the loans in full,
findings.
with interest. Any inference otherwise is
Many of these recommendations
incorrect. Though UCF believes the
were procedural, such as requiring
loans
were appropriate, the university
employees to submit travel reimbursement vouchers in a more timely fashion, . has decided to discontinue this loan
process.
clarifying the process by which UCF
As for the student athletic fees, the
tracks the distribution of parking perAthletics
Association operates under a
mits and detailing an error in one
contract with the university to direct
employee's salary payments.
UCF's intercollegiate sports. The uniOther findings reflected different
versity believes Florida law allowed the
interpretations of Florida law by the
transfer of these fees to the Athletics
Auditor General and the university. The
Association, prior to a change in law in
Future mainly has focused on those
2007. UCF is complying with the new
involving loans from the university to
law to amend the way student athletic
the Athletics Association and the transfees are administered
fer of student athletics fees to the AthOverall, the audit found the vast
letics Association.
majority of UCF's operational policies
The Athletics Association provides a
and procedures to be sound. Where
valuable service to students, and it
there were recommendations, the necundergoes a yearly audit by an indeessary adjustments are under way. In
pendent accounting frrm, in addition to
fact, many of them are in place already.
submittingbudgetandexpensereports
UCF's leadership team is committed
to the university's Board of Trustees for
to maintaining the high operational
public review. There has been no sugstandards expected of a public universigestion funds were ever used inapproty. Thanks to the Auditor General priately.
and our dedicated university staff The university's position is that the
UCF continues to operate as efficiently,
loans to the Athletics Association were
effectively and openly as possible.
proper. The money for the loans came
from a university reserve account of
funds from r~venue-generating operaGRANT HESTON
tions such as'parking services, bookASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT,
store sales and food services - not
UCF NEWS AND INFORMATION

''••• UCF continues to
operate as efficiently,
effectively and
openly as possible."

READER VIEWS

Government is not the
answer to medical woe
This is a response to Austin Smith's
letter about Patch Adams' speech.
Austin, although I don't know you
very well, I consider you my friend, so
don't take this as a personal attack.
I sympathize with your and Mr.
Adams' disgust with the health care
system "in America and with our government in general. I am disgusted
with the way in which insurance companies work hand-in-hand with our'
government to boost their profits, and
I am disgusted with the U.S. aggressive, immoral and unconstitutional foreign policy.
I am compelled, however, to take
issue with your assertion that capitalism is the "worst economic system
ever witnessed." That statement is
completely false, and you know it. Free
market capitalism is the only economic system so far witnessed that measurably improves the quality of life of
the people involved. ·
The system that you ought to be
demonizing instead is what we have in
place today in America, which is corporatism - when large businesses are
"in bed" with government to control
the market. This is far from free market capitalism, and it is indeed what
lays the seeds for the "fascist regime"
that you describe.
As much as I share your wishes for
a more "compassionate" society, it is
dangerous to assume that socialism
will produce such a society, as you
seem to imply. Do you honestly
believe that a government bureaucrat
magically becomes benevolent the
moment he gains power, or does he
instead seek this power to help out his
buddies in the private sector?
You know the answer, and you
know that the heavy hand of government has produced most of the problems you complain about. This is why,
ever since the federal government
became involved in the health care
industry, prices have skyrocketed. This
is why we are facing an economic crisis - because of our government's
reckless spending, illogical monetary

policies and lack of respect for 41.dividual rights.
Turning to socialism, in other
words, is asking for more of the same.
NIKOLAS RITCHIE

MUSIC

Chalk on sidewalk is
same as ink on paper
Recently, in an opinion article,
chalking on sidewalks was ridiculed as
a group of people slamming fists and
screaming ideas.
The actions were compared to
scribbling slanders on bathroom stalls.
Although I do not condone vandalism
in any manner, this view concerned
me. I wondered how columnists could
criticize chalking when the same principles apply to their quaint positions
as writers. To demonize chalking is to
implicitly mock writers of all kinds.
Because, really, what is the difference? Sure, the mediums are 4ifferent,
but otherwise the intent is the same.
Replace chalk with pens; replace pavements with paper. It's like the federal
government criticizing state politicians as mimicries of real politicians.
There is one major difference
between the art placed on sidewalks
and the chalking on our newspapers
oftentimes, though. The difference is
content.
Instead of bearing babbling brought
forth by bumbling writers, one may
get educated on issues one may not
otherwise have known.
Instead of hearing the raging rants
of writers, you see statistics of students attempting tO solicit change.
So, as you can clearly see now, one
form of expression should not be
ridiculed over the form of others, even
as they may appear more legitimate
than the other.
Now that we have closed the apparent widening gap between chalk and
columns, feel free to express yourselves, one and all, and support higher
education.
BRENDON RIVARD
CREATIVE WRITING

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online:
Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds • 9 a.m. day before publication
By phone: 407-447-4555
Phone, fax, in person:
By fax: 407-447-4556
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
In person: University Court, Suite 200
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

CLASSIFICATIONS

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

.Rm.
100
125
150
175
200

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Tune
Help Wanted: Full-Tune
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes

C

C
C
B
8

225 For Rent: Apartments

B

250 Roommates

A
A
B

275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

.Rm.

325
350
375
400

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets
Services

500 Announcements
600 Trav'er
700 Worship

B

A
A
B
A

B

800 MisceHaneous

B
B

900 Wanted

B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

(

Rate A

Rate B

Rate C

$8
SS

$}2
$8

$18
$12

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

l
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BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No.Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

ASST TO PRESIDENT!
flex-sched, PIT, thru Summer. Process
orders and quotes. Call 321-277-6605;
Send Resume to: GoUCF@live.com

Dillards ·
The Stvle of Your Life.

Recept[onist- $7-$9/hr. FT/PT. Fun,
outgoing personality and reliability a
must. Possibility for bonus. Fun work
environment, summer availability a
must. Call 1-800-688-7705 x 4069
Emerge Talent Agency Is holdlng an
open call for Male and Female
models- Tuesday April 15th,@ Spm
in our office. 2295 S. Hiawassee •
Road Suite 305, 32835. For more ~
Info search us on facebook or email
lnfo@emergetalent.com attn2Andy

12-We~k Summer
Internship Program

Help Wanted- Multiple Locations PT
and FT avail. $8-$10/hr +commission.
Retail Sales, no exp necessary, will
train. Deanna 407-729-1611

TWO MEN AND A TRUCK.
·Movers Who Care."

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
~

§

Movers/Drivers ~
Grow with us. Largest local moving company
in the U.S. is looking for customer oriented
lndlvlduals to earn up to $12/hr or more
with tips as a Mover/Driver. We offer
benefits, monthly bonuses & paid vacation.
FT & PT positions available. Get all the
details and apply In person:

Dillard's is looking for career minded, energetic, fashion
conscious Juniors and Seniors. Our Summer Internship Program
gives you full exposure to all phases of the retail environment
with one of the nation's largest fashion apparel retailers.

For consideration, please forward resume by mail to
Dillard's 300 Towne Center Circle Sanford, FL 32771
Or fax to 407-302-3603.

Flyer distribution people needed. Must
have transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901

Exp. babysitter for 7 y/o girl, 5 y/o boy
& newborn in Winter Park. Must be
avail. during summer. Afternoons &
evenings. Light housekeeping a+.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. Ref req.

SUMMER IN MAINE

Summer Jobs

Males and Females. Meet new friends I
Travel! Teach your favorite activity.
Tennis, English Riding, Theater Tech,
Theater Costumer, Outdoor Living,
Swim, Sail, Archery, Office, Waterski.
June to August. Residential. Enjoy our
website. Apply online.
TRIPP LAKE CAMP tor Glrls
1-800-997-4347
www.tripplakecamp.com

MARKET RESEARCH

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING

PIT Doggy Daycare associate, assis.
manger, maintenance, & grooming
assistant posistions avail.
Must Love Dogs.
· Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
...www.dogdayafternoon.net*** email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

Finish your college degree while
serving in the U.S. Army Reserve. Get
hands-on experience and an additional
paycheck every month. In the U.S.
Army Reserve, you will train near
home and serve when needed. Earn
up to $24,012 for college costs and
$4,500 in tuition assistance per year,
plus enlistment bonuses up to $20,000.
To find out more, call 407-281-1274

Staff Accountant: Accounting graduate
finishing 5th year on public track for
downtown Orlando CPA firm.
Send resume to albert@mixnerco.com.

You spend a third
of your life at work.

-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included
Get Paid to Playl
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up: FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267

(

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

(.,

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

Conducting opinion
research from professional
Winter Park office

You shouldn't spend the
other two-thirds dreading it.

NEVER SALES
• Mostly evening hrs 5-9 pm
• Must be at our office by Spm
·Off Friday and Saturday nights
·About 16-20 hours/wk

Now Hiring*·
For more information, contact:
Lauren Craft
1900 Howell Branch Road
407-697-5710
Suite 100
Lauren_Craft@embarqmail.com

Order Takers - Major telecomm
company is now hiring competitve
individuals. Full training and
advancement opportunities available.
Earn $400-800 a week. Call Laurie
today (702) 671-0042

Winter Part, FL 32792

American Family life A$:;uranc.e Company of ColumbLlS (Aflac)

Wo<idwide Headquarter> • 1932 'WY!'nton Road • Columbus, Georg;a 31999

aflaC.COm

"Aflac agents are independent ogents oncl are pdid .solely by cummission. Sec Aswciate:S Agreement
2 °06

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700
www.workforstudents.com

• $8 & up

Call Donna
407-671-7143

•

<;

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in lake Wales, FL.Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, June 3 and
leaves Wednesday, August 13.
Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information
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If You're Not Earning
$500/0ay PT From Home,
Do Yourself A Favor & Visit
YouBenefitNow.myworldresults.com
J.W. & Watts Financial Consultants
$$$ NEED A LOAN $$$
CALL THE EXPERTS 1-877-293-2850
PERSONAL, BUSINESS, HOME

2 HOMES FOR RENT!
4/2 homes available August 1, 2008 in
Ashington Park. 2 Car Garage.
$1700/mo. + util. 561-312-9411

1 Home and 1 Town Home avail. Both
approx 2-3 miles from UCF. Home is
4bdrm/2bath w/2 car garage. Town
Home is 3bdrm/2.5bath w/1 car
garage. Please call 954-663-6298.
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard incl.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com

Short or Long-Term 3/2/2
on Woodbury. Corner lot across from
woods. Pets ok. W/D Great location!!
Avail ASAP $1500/mo 407-758-8918

5 rooms available iA house.
Screened in porch, near UCF and
VCC. 2 car garage, W/D
$360/mo/room Short-term OK, Pets
OK 813-964-7427
412.5 pool home for rent off
University near Suntree, 5 min
from UCF. Avail June 1st,
$475/bdrm + utll. Lawn, trash and
pool svc Incl. Call 407-758-8578

•

2 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Electric, Cable. Laundry, etc.
$425/month. Non smoking,
non drinking. Christian owner.
Call: 407-509-4737

UCF area, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease.
$n5 and $900 rent, first mo. security
deposit Call 321-536-5430
Townhouse for rent. 2B/2.5B/1garage.
Hawthorne Glen. Security, Wash/Dryer
included. Avail May 5. (407) 929-0792.

2 ROOMS FOR RENT!
in a beautiful 3-bedroom, 2-bath home.
All appliances, utilities, cable, internet
included. Available Immediately! 5 min
to UCF! $550/mo (954)-649-4933

CONDO - Hunter's Reserve, upstairs
corner unit. 2 bed/2 bath. $1000/mth.
Washing machine and vaulted ceilings
in unit. Largest floor plan. No pets.
Available Aug 1st. Call 407-230-2219

LOOK!! 3 rooms avall in a
house with Pool, scrned in prch, W/D
fully furnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo 813-964-7427
Room for rent available NOW in
beautiful house off 50 and Rouse.
$500 Includes utllltles. Must.be
clean and pet friendly. Short term
leases are negotiable. Contact
Luisa: 954-864-6271,
lkapanama86@hotmall.com

Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled In the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent wHh the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmll@gmall.com

$500s per room including utilities, 413,
2 car garage, tile through out, large
fenced back yard, 2 lights to
UCF, quiet neighborhood, move in
ready, possible rent to own/owner
finance. 904-501-1464

•

Small apt. $600/mo All Utii, Cable, H/S
Internet incl. private entrance.good for
one person. chuluota. 4073654281
leave a message. cell 4073415400.

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!

•

•

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, communlty
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated t6wnhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369

•

•

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom

MUST SEE!!!

•

•

UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net

Perfect House for Students.
Beautiful spacious 4 Bedroom
home on large lot 3 ml. from UCF.
$2000/mo. inc. all utilities, wireless
internet. 407-718-1273 or 850-4494217
3bdrm/2.5ba townhome located in
Avalon Park. $1200 p/mon. Pets OK.
All appliances and athletic amenities
included. Larry_ UCF@yahoo.com
UCF AREA- 4/212
W/D incl. $1200 Avail ASAP
407-948-8409

•

Roomate wanted to share house with 2
graduate students. 3 bed, 2
bath, wireless internet, digital cable,
backyard, close to UCF and other
colleges. $415 for 12 months Gr $450
for 9 months. Utilities are split
between the number of
roomates. Available May 1st. Call
Noel for more information 561-3022998 or e-mail nmarie39@aol.com.

3/2 house, 2 car garage, completely
furnished, pool table. big screen,
screened porch, community pool, quiet
safe street. Waterford Lakes estates.
Two male UCF juniors looking for third
roommate. $575 mo. all utilities incl.
215-588-7625 John
AVALON PARK: 4/3 house, one
bedroom with private bath for
$500/month all utilities (h20, elec,
cable, internet) included. Large
communal spaces (living rm dining rm,
nice kitchen and patio). Call or email
Alex 843-298-2074,
thefrigidpenguin@gmail.com

ROOMMATES

Roommates Needed - 5 bedroom/2.5
bath house - minutes from campus nice neighborhood - spacious rooms Rent $450 - all utilities included Available 08/01 - Contact Laura @ 386416-9308
Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990
1 Bedroom in House for Rent. Fully
furnished! $450/mo, includes utilities,
internet, cable, minifridge, Off Dean Rd.
(407) 860-1209 RCCosme@gmail.com

fm

$425/mo all util incl in a 4/3
1 M or F needed.Nice Alafaya Woods
home. Avail ASAP Brian 321-948-3063
c;ir Ted 407-496-3458

SUBLEASE

Room available in spacious home with
pool 3 miles from UCF. $465/mo
includes elec, cable, hi-speed internet,
water, maid service, etc. Steve 305281-3104 scasios76@aol.com

2 CLEAN rooms in a 4x4 avail. for
sublease April/May-Julyll
Room & apt.
furnished! Utilities included. $525.00
each per month! 1st month FREEi For
details call (727) 418-2366

Short Term Summer Sublease
Room! in Village at Science Drive. F
only. Discounted price of $500/mo.
Avail Now-July31,08. 813-907-9475

RENTER NEEDED to Sublease 1 BD
in a 4BD/4BA Apt. Jefferson Lofts.
Starting May 1st. Call 904-535-2845
F for 4/4 in Boardwalk May 1 - July 31.
$500/mo incl util, washer/dryer, pool
FULLY FURNISHED, Shuttle to UCF
Email: Laurenboardwalk@gmail.com

2 Female Roommates Wanted for
412 Spacious house in beautiful
Waterford Lakes. 5 miles from UCF.
$500/mo Incl all utll & h.s Internet.
863-398-6398 or 407-282-n74.

9 8

Ski Lake 3/2/2
9 yrs new, 3/4 acre, $319,000 Close to
UCF. 407-947-1390

Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080
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Puzzles by Pappocom

box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Mc;mday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

RENT TO OWN!
CREDIT NO PROBLEM!
3/212 1,744 sq ft. Move in ready.
• Twin Rivers Subdivison. $239,900.
Recorded info 321-281-6543. Pies and
more at www.ButlerSellsHouses.com

How to lead a less STRESSFUL life
and still be successful?
Receive 50% off on April 19 event
with this coupon
www.HapplneX.org
. 352-871-6614
Need Summer Storage???
Simply, go to www.StevesStoreAll.com
or call us at 407-782-7645 for details
Tennis Lessons!!
USPTA Certified Instructor,
Affordable rates, all ages and
abilities. Call Joe at 508-287-9404

WANTED

Male volunteers wanted to
pose for 2009: Year of the
Ox shirtless calendar. If Interested,
send your name, a body shot, and a
paragraph explaining how
you represent an ox to
dlffeq101@cfl.rr.com.

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Frat party garb
6 Connection line
1o Choir part
14 Yawning
15 Ashen
16 Comprehends
17 Slilhered
18 Spoken
19 Rani's wrap
20 Some fundraisers
22 Washing
machine cycle
23 Appr,oaches
24 Proficient one
25 Sidestepped
28 Closely confined
29 Guns it In
neutral
30 Sullles
35 United
36 Assorted
38 Notable period
39 Kitchen
implements
. 41' Excursion
42 Surpass
capacity
43 Expunges
45 Fortified dwelling
48 Irritates
50 Pays heed to
51 Putti ng up a
fight
55 Unsightly fruit?
56 List of charges
57 Edmonton pro
58 Even-steven
59 Mayberry lad
60 Actress
Witherspoon
61 Latin being
62 Formal
agreement
63 Lock or shock
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

4/8/08

@ 2008 Tribune Medl~ services.. lllCAll rights n•&em><L

10 Hockey stat
11 Emulated Pisa's
tower
12 To the point
13 Basketry
material
21 Possessed
22 Rajah's wives
24 Waiter's handout
25 Greek Cupid
26 Blow off steam
27 Declare
28 Mets a nd Net s
30 Baobab or
acacia
31 Cause ot
Inflation?
DOWN
Diplomat's forte 32 Towel word
Folklore monster 33 Pennsylvania
city
Scottish
Highlander
~Easy marks
36 Perfume bottles
Adds on
Medium-sized
37 Put in chips
40 Straddling
sofa
41 More flavorful
Animal track
Merits
43 Wallach or
Whitney
Wistful word
Comic Brooks
44 Vacation spot

Last issue solved
45 Water-park
slide
46 Sponsorship
47 Corporate dept.
48 Excavation find
49 Speck in the
ocean

5 1 Philbin's co-host
52 O ut of the wind
53 Capone's
nemesis
54 Very French?
56 Hit o n t he
head

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

SUMMER 2008: Pegasus Landing apt
avail. Females Only; Move in May,
ONLY pay for June & July's rent;
$525/mol ucfapt4summer@gmail.com
or (727) 267-8099

964-7427

2

4 3

College Condo Specialist
UCF, Full Sail, Valencia, Rollins
Call Richard Ritterpusch
RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-808-7987

rm
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I wlll make an offer on your home
. today! Call Alan at 407-299-2146

-

2
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Chuluota - 3/211, lg bonus room, & wet
bar, 1900 sq ft, new paint, tile floors,
fenced yard, great college home, no
HOA, $189,000, Jean Scott, Keller
Williams (owner/agent) 407-765-2912.

suldolku
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Deerwood Park on SR50. 2Bd, 2Ba,
carport. $18500

$475/month (util incl) at Campus
Crossing. Unfurn room, FURNISHED
living area, townhouse style with 3
great roommates. Shuttle to campus,
two pools, close to campus. Avail.
ASAP Call Jeremy 727-235-5049

Reduced Rent- taking care of lawn
care, pool, handy rnan svcs. Near
UCF and VCC. Must be responsible,
professional. $99/month 813-

1I
12

Double Wide Mobile Home -

Pegasus Pointe. 1b/1 b in a 2b/2b, bath
in bedrm. utl included. Call Jessie at
352-279-2640 .

F to share 4.5 house behind UCF in
Regency Park. Wireless intrrit, cable,
W/O, walk-in closet, spacious room,
nice neighborhood. Rent $400 plus
split utilities. Contact Naty at 407-6837413 or natyp84@gmail.com.

I

2 b/r condo in mint cond. 1 mile from
UCF. Partially furnished, many
upgrades and amenities. Contact
954-444-3854 or 407-319-5538
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How

KNIGHTRQ places Classifieds in the

(entral 'loriba :future
for as low ·a s $5 an issue!
By Phone

The following Positions:
Lifeguard • Ride Operator· Food &Beverage Cashier·
Food &Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

•

Great Benefits Including:

•

Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets ·College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
In Person

407-447-4555
By Fax

Uruversity Court, Suite 200
(Unin:nl

Blvd.&: Ro 11n Rd.)

f\\\ out an app\\c.at\on

..

oN\..\NE\ V\s\t
wetnwttdor\ando.c.om

ftpplg now:

Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 32819
. (407) 354-2085 ·FAX (407) 345-1005

BJ's Voted "Best Places To Work"
by Chain

•

BJ's Restaurant and Brewhouse is the restaurant you've
always wanted to work at and the people you've always
wanted to work with!

•

NOW HIRING
Servers - Service Assistants - Host Staff
Dishwashers - Expeditors - Bartenders
Line & Prep Cooks - Take Out

•
•

RESTAURANT
BREWHOUSE
Opening in

Loop W e st
Spring 2008
•
equal opportunity e mploye r

NASDAQ: BJRI

•
•

Leade r Magaz ine

BJ's team members enjoy:
• great pay & benefits
• vacation & employee d.iscounts
• a place where you work with friends,
connect with guests & Feel great!

Team members can also find a long lasting career with
BJ's - 20% of our managers are team member promotions.
Apply in person Mon-Fri, 1Oam-5pm, Sat, 1Oam-1pm
2421 W. Osceola Pkwy, Kissimm~e, Fl 347 A 1

•• Candidates must provide proper
documentation to work in the US. ••
Hiring is off-site at our training and hiring center
located behind JCPenney and Party City.
Call for directions .if needed (407) 932-5245.
Apply online at WorkAtBJs.com

•

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, in~luding
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
$10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and rece~ve an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
wVvw.dciplasma.com
·*
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

:Jlotiba 1uturt

CVS/pharmacy now offers

Inkjet Cartridge Refills.

(

(

-) High-quality ink
1~ Up to 50% cost savings
) Ready in minutes

I

/smart
·thinking:J

(

(

color ink

black ink

$
Just bring your empty cartridge to your
local CVS/pharmacy photo center
located at 4974 North Alafaya Trail.
We refill all major inkjet cartridge brands.

CVS/pharmacy®

•

05370PHR08

0

.

•

(

AT

REGISTRATION

TIME,

REMEMBER:

All UCF students have access to the 11 convenient locations of
UCF Regional Campuses. We offer the same flexible schedules,
fully accredited programs, and excellent faculty you've come
to expect from UCF.

www. regionalcam.puses. ucf. edu

•

•
•

UCF Heathrow
In partnership with Seminole
Community College
407.531.5450

UCF Cocoa
In partnership with Brevard
Community College
321.433.7821

UCF Leesburg
UCF Daytona Beach
fn partnership with Daytona ; In partnership with LakeBeach Community College
Sumter Community College
386.506.4021
352.536.2113

.
.

UCFOcala
In partnership with Central
Florida Community College
352.854.2322 ext. 1824

UCF Osceola
In partnership with Valencia
Community College
407.582.4190

UCF South Lake
In partnership with LakeSumter Community College
352.536.2113

UCF Palm Bay
In partnership with Brevard
Community College
321.433.7838

UCF South Orlando
407.856.6585

UCF Sanford/Lake Mary
In partnership with Seminole
Community College
407.708.2471

UCF West Orlando
In partnership with Valencia
Community College
407.582.5500

(

UCF
Stands For Opportunity
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